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Russian Group Experienced Indian Spirituality
Indian Spiritual Journey successfully provided an incredible spiritual experience to a group from Russia.
MOSCOW, Russian Federation - June 18, 2013 - PRLog -- India attracts people from Russia for various
reasons including its cultural heritage, natural beauty, beautiful beaches, freedom and last but not least for
its spiritual practices. Since the last few years more and more Russians were eager to discover the qualities
that were submerged for many years. They discovered the inner way of life through religion and other
techniques.
Indian Spiritual Journeys is Inbound arm of TravelQShop™ which is focused in providing some of the
impeccable spiritual experiences in India, with the same focus and hard work we recently concluded a
Spiritual experience successfully for our Russian friends. We are really happy to see the change in spiritual
attitude , as a matter of fact people doesn't seem interested to see what religion you practice but rather they
are interested in exploring their inner self by way of Spirituality, Indian Spiritual Journey and their team
have successfully provided an experience to the group from Russia.
Around 12 guests ( All Adults) from Russia visited India with the vision to experience Indian Buddhist
destinations. We also provided Heritage and Cultural experience to the group thus making the program
more interesting an Rewarding. The group travelled to New Delhi, Varanasi, Bodhgaya, Rajgir (En route),
Vaishali (En Route),Kushinagar, Lumbini, Kapilvastu, Shravasti for 11 Days
Below was the day wise destination covered by the group
Day 01: Arrive New Delhi
Day 02: New Delhi- -Varanasi (Overnight Train)
Day 03: Varanasi/Mughal sarai Railway station
Day 04: Varanasi
Day 07: Patna-Vaishali-Kushinagar
Day 08: Kushinagar-Lumbini
Day 09: Lumbini-Kapilvastu-Shravasti
Day 10: Shravasti-Lucknow- (158 kms) New Delhi (Shatabdi Express: DEP: 1520 / ARR : 2145 )
Day 11: New Delhi
To get more information on the above kindly contact us at dkmagu@travelqshop.com or call us at the
below numbers
UK : +44-2033185974
USA/Canada(Toll Free): +1-855-773-3245
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Germany: +49-89120895003
Australia: +61-386521951
India: +91-9654742998
Skype: dushyantmagu
BB PIN: 24E4EC5B
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Moscow
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Spiritual Journeys India, Spiritual Tours India, Tours of Spirituality, Explore India
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